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**Abstract**
A Private Set Union (PSU) protocol allows parties, each holding an input set, to jointly compute the union of the sets without revealing anything else. While it has found numerous applications in practice, not much research has been carried out so far, especially for large datasets. In this talk, Prof Hong-Sheng Zhou will first present their recent result* in a USENIX Sec ’22 paper: they take shuffling technique as a key to design PSU protocols for the first time. The result outperforms the state-of-the-art design by Kolesnikov et al. (ASIACRYPT 2019) in both efficiency and security; the unnecessary leakage in Kolesnikov et al.’s design can be avoided. Prof Zhou will then present the result in an ongoing project: through a systematical investigation of PSU designs in literature to show that unnecessary information leakage occurs in all existing scalable PSU. Prof Zhou will then provide the first scalable PSU with best possible security in the semi-honest setting. *(based on joint work with Yanxue Jia, Shi-Feng Sun, Jiajun Du and Dawu Gu, Shanghai Jiao Tong University)*
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